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Botanical Art for Beginners: part 2 Flowers 
Perspective: Gerbera 

What changes and what remains the same when the flower tilts?
A ‘face on’ view of a disc shaped symmetrical flower.  

The shape can be drawn by positioning it within a 

square. Take basic measurements (outer height and 

width also for the inner disc of petals and centre. 

 The circular shape and petal positions are more 

manageable to draw if we divide the square into 

sections. This one is divided into 8 sections by adding 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines. It’s easy 

because the shape is symmetrical and drawing a circle 

inside a square is easier than freehand drawing!  The 

red marks the size of the inner florets in the centre. 

When the flower tilts away on a single plane some 

measurements stay the same and others change.  

Note the maximum width does not change and the 

centre remains in the same place, however the vertical 

lines are closer together, so it’s a rectangle now 
instead of a square! Also the top half is now slightly 

shorter than the bottom half. Petals at the back 

appear shorter than petals at the front. This is the 

effect of perspective.  

Tilt the flower more and the effect of perspective is 

more pronounced. The widest point still remains the 

same but the flower appears even shorter in height 

increasingly shorter until it reaches a profile. See 

image at the bottom of this page.

Check the measurements of different parts to see 

what has changed and what stays the same as the 

flower tilts. 

In reality flowers generally tilt on two planes and petals curve! But measuring, finding simple shapes 

and working out angles will allow you to work out the basic proportions and perspective to create 

accurate drawings by breaking the drawing into measurable parts as a guideline for your drawing. 
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Measuring for Drawing 

Try using your pencil and thumb for rough measurements and/or a ruler, which you can  
hold next to the flower. Measure the widest point and the height to plot the outer shape on 

the paper. It doesn’t matter what angle the flower sits at - you can still measure it and place 

within a rectangle. The rectangle containing the utline can be positioned at different angles 
on the paper but it's still a rectangle. Observe the angles, basic shapes and position by using 

these simple methods. 

A rectangle can be placed around the flower to 

assist in drawing the basic ellipse. Widest point and 

angle of flower can be measured using the thumb 

and pencil method or a ruler. 

Tallest point

Measure all parts: 
overall height and width 
first and then all parts 
within

Always make sure the centre point of the 

flower (i.e. reproductive parts) align with 

the stem when drawing. 

A grid can be used for placement of the subject 

on the paper as well as for working our shape. 

Just place the grid in the most useful place 
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Working Observational Drawings from Life 

There are many ways of making working drawings. But the most accurate method is to take rough 

measurements first using the pencil and thumb method or for more accuracy a perspex ruler, as 

shown previously. Box in the basic outline as a rectangle and find the centre, this will enable you to 
draw the basic ovals of the outer and inner parts.  When petals are layerered in this way it can be 
confusing so breaking the drawing into manageable parts will help you y plot the outline. The centre 

florets and petals have a spiralling almost Fibonacci formation. The outer petals at the front of the 

flower appear foreshortened oval in shape, at the back of the flower they are slightly obscured by the 

raised central disc and effect of the curve. Continue to look for patterns and shapes to work out how 

it all fits together.  Don’t think about it as an outline but as a 3 dimensional form, this is why 

observational drawing from life is important. Images here are drawn on tracing paper. 

1. Draw a basic rectangle to contain the shape by

measuring the height and width. Divide the

rectangle into 4 grid sections.  Position the centre

stem and the draw ellipses for the centre, inner

florets and outer petals after taking

measurements.

2. The grid makes it easier to draw the petals in

manageable sections, look at angles and 
count. Note the front petals are foreshortened 
and oval in shape and the side petals are not. 
The spiral centre florets are roughly plotted.

3. Continue to draw in the petals in the grid sections

by working around the flower disc. Draw in the

centre smaller florets and petals, noting the effect

of the tilt i.e. the rear of each little petal shows at

the front and the front shows at the back

4. Finally draw over the image using a fine liner

pen and make any adjustments. This image

can now be traced onto paper for

completion as a drawing or painting.




